
This introduction to the Fittingly 
assembly and fitting process will 
help you bring your creation to life 
in no time.

It’s important you review this 
guide before getting started.
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We understand you’re not short of options 
when it comes to buying bespoke fitted 
furniture, so we’re incredibly grateful that you 
chose Fittingly. We think you made a great 
choice. 

The Fittingly modular fitted wardrobe system 
was developed to address the shortfalls of 
an outdated industry - to approach bespoke 
cabinetry a little differently.

Your lovingly crafted furniture has been 
carefully designed so its easy to assemble, 
whilst being strong and durable enough to 
stand the test of time. If for any reason you’re 
not completely satisfied, just get in touch, 
because our commitment to your happiness 
doesn’t end with delivery.

Thank you for 
choosing Fittingly

You’re
Awesome!

You are directly responsible for the planting of a new tree with the 
International Tree Foundation, a non-profit conservation organisation 
promoting forestry projects in the UK and Kenya. Go you!

Helping to save the environment one tree at a time

You know what you want, and you’ll         
decide in your own time.

No Pushy Salespeople

Design your own with our innovative and 
easy to use online designer.

No Expensive Drawings

No flimsy frames here. All our custom-
made wardrobes feature full 18mm 
carcasses for a premium, long lasting 
construction.

Thick And Full

Beautiful bespoke cabinetry at a fraction 
of the cost, no excess packaging, and a 
brand new tree planted on your behalf for 
every Fittingly order.

We Don’t Cost The Earth - In 
More Ways Than One

The Fittingly Difference



Helping to save the environment one tree at a time

We know all too well the frustration of identifying pieces of flat-packed furniture. With our labelling system, 
there’s no wasted time trying to match pieces to illustrations in a manual.

Every panel is inscribed with a code which identifies the exact piece in your design. The inscription is 
designed to sit out of sight once your units are assembled - so don’t panic at first glance.

Understanding this code is the key to a quick and simple assembly - but don’t worry - it couldn’t be 
simpler:

Your Design Identifier
Your order number, also 

followed by a letter IF 
your order contains 

multiple designs. 
The letter refers to a 
particular design in 

your order, marked A-Z 
on your Design Map).

123A  2  D  R

Unit Number
Your design likely 
consists of several 

modular units. This 
number refers to a unit 

ID which is found on 
your Design Map.

Type
This letter identifies 
what type of piece it 

is. Simply refer to the 
‘Types’ key below.

Position
This letter identifies the 

position of the piece 
in a unit. Simply refer 
to the ‘Positions’ key 

below.

Types Positions

C = Carcass (unit body)

S = Sidepanel

R = Drawer

W = Inner Drawer

D = Door

N = Inner Drawer Container

I = Insides

T = Trim

L = Left

R = Right

T = Top

B = Base

K = Back

A = Angled Panel

C = Face

F = Front

D = Divider

S = Shelf/Support

V = Divider Shelf

J = Sliding Door

P = Plinth

* Did you crack the code on this page? The order number is 123, and the piece is for Design A, Unit number 2, it’s a Door, for the Right side. Simple right?

Cracking the
Fittingly Code

Note: Pieces that don’t belong to just one unit (such as trims and 
end panels which can span multiple units) are denoted with “00”
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 How to Assemble

Instructions

You’ll find a set for  
each type of unit in 

your order.

Our product has been carefully designed to be easy to assemble. Just be sure to allow plenty of time, take 
each unit in turn, and ensure you enlist help - our premium materials can be heavy.

Detailed assembly instructions are provided for each type of unit in your design. Below you’ll find an 
overview of the general order of assembly.

What You’ll Need

Free Time

Rome wasn’t built 
in a day, but your 
design could be.

Electric Screwdriver

Or a hand operated 
screwdriver will 
work just fine. 

Extra Pair of Hands

No man is an island 
- enlist some help. 

Some bits are heavy. 

Your Fixings

All hardware 
delivered in a box 

alongside your order. 
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Use the Fittingly code to group the individual pieces by Unit Number. Create a separate pile for 
each unit noted on your Design Map so the parts for each one are grouped together. This will help 
you complete each unit in turn. 

Refer to Carcass / Drawer
Assembly Modules

Refer to the ‘Fitting’ 
Module

Refer to ‘Fitting the 
Doors’ Module

Refer to ‘Cracking The
Fittingly Code’

And Relax!

Secure your fixing beam(s) to the wall. Then assemble each carcass, one at a time, using the 
relevant instruction module for each type of unit in your design. Leave the internals and doors off 
for now, as they are fitted later. 

Push, slide, stack or fix into place each of the units into their final destination. Refer to the 
instructions in the Fitting Module for advice on fitting trims and plinths. Your Design Map is a 
great reminder of how the final placements should look. 

With all of your units successfully built, put the internals elements in place and finish off by fitting 
the doors. Refer to Internals and the relevant Fitting the Doors Module for a detailed guide.

You’re all done. If your design has been painted, touch up any knicks caused during the assembly 
process using the small paint pot we supplied. You’ll have been at it for some time - consider 
getting some fresh air and go for a celebratory walk - you’ve earned it!  


